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1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS PAPER we consider positive solutions to the equation 
-Au(x) = Aj(u(x)) for x E fi (1.1) 
U(X) = 0 for x E KJ (1.2) 
where 0 denotes the unit ball in RN(N > l), centered at the origin and A > 0. Here 
f: [0, 00) + R is assumed to be monotonically increasing, concave and such that 
f(0) < 0 (semipositone), f(u) > 0 for some u > 0. (1.3) 
Let F be defined by F(t) = Jhf(s) ds. We let fl and B denote the unique positive zeros off and 
F, respectively. It can be easily seen that if u is a positive solution to (1. I), (1.2) then u(O) > 19. 
We prove that for each J. there is at most one stable and one unstable positive solution to the 
problem (l.l), (1.2). More precisely, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. If f is as above and lim,,, f’(t) = 0, then there exist ;1, and A, with A, > A2 such 
that for A > I, the problem (1. l), (1.2) has a unique positive solution, which is stable; for 
I E (A,, A,] it has exactly two positive solutions, one stable and one unstable; and for A = 1, 
it has a unique positive solution. 
We note that the hypothesis lim,,,f’(t) = 0 is also necessary for the existence of positive 
solutions for large values of A (see [I, lemma 2.31). The case N = 1 can be found in [2]. For 
other results in the radial case the reader is referred to [ 1, 3, 41. In contrast with the positone 
case (f(0) > 0), theorem A shows the nonuniqueness of positive solutions for the semipositone 
case. In a forthcoming paper we prove that for any ,I, > 0, the problem (l.l), (1.2) has at most 
one positive solution when f is convex. 
The positive solutions to (1. l), (1.2) are known to be radially symmetric (see [5]). Thus, the 
problem reduces to the study of solutions to the ordinary differential equation 
U” + ((N - l)/r)u’ + J&u) = 0 in (0, l), (1.4) 
U’(0) = 0 and U(1) = 0, (1.5) 
where ’ denotes differentiation with respect to r = /xl/. Our proofs use the one-dimensional 
maximum principle, eigenvalue comparison arguments, and the bifurcation analysis at a 
degenerate solution. 
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2. FIRST AND SECOND VARIATIONS WITH RESPECT TO PARAMETERS 
For any d > 0, let U(T, I, d) denote the solution to the initial value problem 
u” + ((N - l)/r)u’ + AJ(U) = 0 
u’(0) = 0 and u(0) = d. 
Thus, U(T, A, d) is a positive solution to (l.l), (1.2) if, in addition, 
u(r,A,d) > 0 for r E (0, 1) and ~(1, I, d) 
Let u denote the solution to the corresponding linearized problem 
IY + ((N - l)/r)v’ + lJ’(U)V = 0 
u(0) = 1 and u’(0) = 0. 
Let w denote the solution to the problem 
it satisfies 
= 0. 
wn + ((N - l)/r)w’ + Af’(U)W = -~~“(u)L? 
w(0) = 0 and w’(0) = 0. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7j 
That is, u is the derivative of U(T, A, d) with respect to d and w is the second derivative of 
U(T, A, d) with respect to d. 
LEMMA 1. If u is a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) then u has at most one zero in [0, 11. 
Proof. Let u be a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) such that u changes sign in [0, 11. Let s be the first 
zero of u. That is u > 0 in [0, s) and u(s) = 0. Let r, E (0, 1) be such that u(T,J = /3. Such an r, 
exists since u(0) > 13 and u(1) = 0. We first prove that s B (0, rO). Suppose, on the contrary, that 
s E (0, r,,). By setting 
p(r) = u(r) /f(u(rjj, 
we obtain that in (0, s), v, satisfies 
$ + (((N - 1)/r) + (2f’(u)u’/f(u)j)cp’ + (f”(Uj(U’)*0-(U)jco = 0, (2.8) 
lo’(O) = 0, p(O) > 0, p(s) = 0. (2.9) 
Since f(u(r)) > 0 in (0, s), and f’ I 0, by the maximum principle (see [6, theorem 4, p. 71) we 
conclude that p attains its maximum at 0 and v’(0) < 0. Since this contradicts (2.9) we see that 
s2 r,. 
Now we rule out the possibility of u having a second zero in [rO, 11. Suppose u has two zeros 
in [rO, I]. Let sr and s2 be the first two zeros of u. Let t E (si , s2) be such that v’(t) = 0 and 
u’ > 0 in (t, s2). Multiplying (2.4) by U’ and integrating over (t, s2) we get 
U’(S,)U’(S,) - 1: U’UII + 1: ((N - l)/r)v’u’ + II .i:’ f’(u)ufv = 0. 
This, with (2.1), yields 
% 
U’(.s,)U’(.s,) + 2 
s 
sZ ((N - l)/r)v’u’ + I (f(U)U)’ = 0. 
r t 
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Hence, we get 
U’(W’(%) - U(W))~(~) > 0, 
which is a contradiction to our assumption that t E (ro, 1). Thus u cannot have a second zero 
in (0, I]. This proves the lemma. n 
LEMMA 2. If u(. , A,, d,,) is a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) and ~(1, A,, do) = 0, then u,(l, A,, d,) < 0 
and ~~(1, &, d,,) > 0. Moreover, there exists an E > 0 and a differentiable function 
A: (do - E, d, + E) + R such that for any d E (do - E, do + E), u(*, A(d), d) is a solution to 
(2.1)-(2.3), A’(d,) = 0 and A”(d,) > 0. In addition, if ~(1, I, d) = 0 with Id - doI < E, 
IA - loI < E then A = A(d). In particular, if IA - I*/ < E, Id - d*l < E then I E (&, A, + E). 
Proof. An elementary resealing gives that 
u(r/p, A, d) = u(r, i/p2, d) 
for all p > 0. Differentiating this with respect to p and evaluating at p = 1 we obtain 
TU’(T, 1, d) = 2k,(r, I, d). (2.10) 
By lemma 1, u > 0 on [O, 1). Thus, u is an eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue of the problem 
-A9 - ~.Y’(u)Y, = PiV in Q, 
q?=o on cXJ. 
If ~‘(1, I, do) = 0, then LJU/aXi, 1 I i 5 N are also eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigen- 
value ,~i = 0. Since this contradicts the fact that pr is simple we have ~‘(1, A0 , do) < 0. This and 
(2.10) give u,(l, lo, do) < 0. 
By the implicit function theorem there exists an E > 0 and a differentiable function 
A: (do - E, do + E) + R such that for any d E (do - E, d,, + E), ~(1, A(d), d) = 0. In 
particular u( -, A(d), d) satisfies (2.1)-(2.3). Differentiating ~(1, A(d), d) = 0 with respect to d, 
we have 
u,(l, A(G), &,)A’(&,) + ud(l, NdO), dOI = 0. (2.11) 
This, (2.10) and the assumption ~(1, L,, do) = 0 imply that A’(d,,) = 0. Differentiating again 
with respect to d, we obtain 
~~(13 N4A 4,WG.,) + udd(l, NdO), d0) = 0, (2.12) 
where we have used that A’(d,J = 0. Multiplying (2.4) by rN-‘~ and (2.6) by rN-‘u, subtracting 
one from the other and integrating by parts on [0, t) we see that 
* 
tn-‘(u’(t)w(t) - w’(t)u(t)) = I 
i 
rNP tf”(u(r))u3(r) dr. 
0 
Now Since by lemma 1 ud(r, A,, do) > 0 on [0, l), it follows that u&(1, A,, do) > 0. This, in 
turn, implies that A”(d,) > 0 which proves the lemma. n 
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LEMMA 3. If I- C [R2 is a component of ((A, d): u(. , I, d) is a solution to (2.1)-(2.3)], then I’ is 
unbounded in the A direction. 
Proof. Let (&, do) E I-. We distinguish three cases, namely ~(1, ,l,, d,) > 0, 
~~(1, I,, d,) = 0 and ~(1, A,, d,) < 0. 
If ~(1, I,, do) > 0, by the implicit function theorem there exists a 6 > 0 and an increasing 
differentiable function [: (A, - 6, A, + 6) + IR such that 
Nl, A, C(A)) = 0. (2.13) 
Hence, ~(0, I, [(A)) satisfies (2.1)-(2.3). We claim that [ defined by (2.13) can be extended to 
(A, m). In fact, suppose A* = sup{A: [ can be extended to (&, A) with u(. , s, c(s)) satisfying 
(2.1)-(2.3)) < 00. Letting d* := sup([(n): I < A*), we see that ~(1, I*, d*) = 0. Taking E as in 
lemma 2 we have a contradiction because if I,4 - ;1*] < E, Id - d*] < E are such that u(*, A, d) 
satisfies (2.1)-(2.3) then ,4 > A*. Thus, A* = w, which proves that r is unbounded in the I 
direction. 
If u,(l) I,, d,,) = 0, applying lemma 2 we see that u( *, A(& + e/2), do + c/2) is in r and 
~~(1, A(& + a/2), d,, + a/2) > 0. Thus, by the arguments in the latter paragraph, we conclude 
that I- is unbounded in the A direction. 
Finally, if ~(1, A,, 4,) < 0, then by the implicit function theorem there exists a 6 > 0 and 
a decreasing differentiable function 9: (A, - 6, Jo + 6) + IR such that ~(1, A, v(A)) = 0 and 
u(. , A, v(A)) satisfies (2.1)-(2.3). Let A* = inf(A: q can be extended to (A, &,) with u(. , s, q(s)) 
satisfying (2.1)-(2.3)1. Letting d* = sup(rl(A): A < A,,] we see that u(*, A*, d*) satisfies 
(2.1)-(2.3). Because f(0) < 0 for A 1 0 near zero the problem (2.1)-(2.3) does not have a 
solution. In particular, A* > 0 and d* < co. Since ~(1, A*, d*) = 0, arguing as in the previous 
case, we see that I’ is unbounded in the A direction which proves the lemma. n 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
First we show that r = ((,I, d): u(-, A, d) satisfies (2.1)-(2.3)) is connected. In fact, if r, and 
r, are two connected components then by lemma 3 both contain elements of the form (A, d) 
with A > 0 large. However, by theorem A of [l] for ,4 large (2.1)-(2.3) has a unique solution. 
Since this contradicts that lY, and r, are disjoint, we have l-i = r, = r. 
Fig, 1. 
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Next, we show that there exists a unique (A,, d,) E r such that ~(1, A, d) = 0. Suppose, on 
the contrary, that there exist (AZ, d2) and (Ai, ~3;) on I- with ~(1, AZ, d2) = u( 1, A;, d$ = 0. Let 
J = y([O, 11) be an arc on r connecting (AZ, c&) and (A;, d;) with y(0) = (A*, d,) and 
y(l) = (Ai, d;). Let y1 and yz denote the components of y. Because J is compact, there are only 
finitely many points (A, d) in J with ~(1, I, d) = 0. Let 
1, = min(t E (0, 1): ~(1, r,(t), y*(f)) = Oj 
and let y(t,) = (AZ, d;‘). Then for t E (0, t,) either u > 0 or u < 0. Let us assume, for 
definiteness, that for t E (0, tl) we have u > 0. On ~((0, tl)), by the implicit function theorem, 
we have d = [(A), with <’ > 0. Hence A2 # 1;. Suppose A, < A;. Then taking 1, -+ A;l with 
A,, < A;’ we see that (A,, [(A,)) + (A;, di’j which contradicts lemma 2. Similarly, A, > A;’ also 
leads to a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that there exists a unique (A,, d2) E r such that 
~(1, A, d) = 0. 
Now we prove that for each I > 0 the problem (2.1)-(2.3) has at most one stable and one 
unstable solution. Suppose not. Let (A,, do) and (A,,, dd) be two points in r such that 
v( 1 , 1, , d,,) * u( 1, A0 , dh) > 0. Let K = y/([O, 11) be a path in r connecting (A,, d,,) and (A0 , d;); 
we also let w,, tyz denote the components of v/. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
cy is one to one. Because ~(1, Ao, do) * ~(1, I,, d$ > 0, and v/ is one to one we see that there 
exists an E > 0 such that ~~((0, E)) C (0, 1,) or ~~((0, E)) c (&, w). Let us assume that 
~~((0, E)) C (0, A,); the other case can be treated in a similar way. Let t, be such that 
yl(tl) = min(w(t): t E (0, 1)). Hence, 0 < tyl(t,) < A,. By the implicit function theorem 
~$1, t,vl(t,), w2(tl)) = 0. By lemma 2 there exist t2 and t, near t, such that 
V(l) WI(h), b%(b)) * 41, Vl,(td, Wz(t3)) < 0 
and t, < t, < t,. Without loss of generality we can assume that ~(1, w,(t2), Wz(tz)) > 0. By the 
intermediate value theorem there exists t4 E (0, t2) such that ~(1, t+v,(t4), ty2(t4)) = 0 which 
contradicts that r contains only one point (A, d) with ~(1, I, d) = 0. This contradiction shows 
that for each A the problem (2.1)-(2.3) has at most one stable and one unstable solution. n 
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